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Abstract—This paper demonstrates the probe structure 
optimization of coupled core fluxgate magnetic sensors through 
finite element analysis. The obtained modelling results have been 
used to optimize the probe structures from horizontal- to 
vertical- arrangements for magnetic crosstalk suppression and 
probe miniaturization. The finite element analysis show that with 
the same distance between each adjacent fluxgate elements, the 
magnetic crosstalk is suppressed by 6 times and the volume is 
reduced by 2 times after the optimization. Furthermore, the 
miniaturized probes with low magnetic crosstalk have been 
designed and implemented. The experimental results which 
showed more than 5 times suppression of magnetic crosstalk 
verified the simulation results. Therefore, the results provide 
detailed reference to cope with the contradiction between volume 
miniaturization and magnetic crosstalk suppression in magnetic 
sensor-array design. 
Keywords—fluxgate magnetic sensor; resolution enhancement; 
crosstalk suppression; finite element analysis  
I. INTRODUCTION 
The magnetic sensors have emerged as a promising new 
sensing technology in various biosensing applications for 
detection, identification, localization and manipulation of a 
wide spectrum of biological, physical and chemical agents in 
the past few years [1-4]. More stringent requirements for 
sensors have been put forward due to the unique working 
environment of biosensing, such as higher spatial resolution, 
more compact structure, and lower power consumption under 
the premise of fine sensitivity and detection resolution [3-6]. 
The coupled core fluxgate magnetic (CCFM) sensor, based 
on the coupling-induced oscillations in overdamped bistable 
dynamics, has the great potential to achieve sub-pico Tesla 
detection. However, the bulky probe containing at least 3 
elements constrains the sensor spatial resolution. And the 
magnetic crosstalk among adjacent elements inducing spurious 
signal makes CCFM far worse than its detection limit [7-12]. 
In this paper, the bulky horizontal arrangement was 
replaced by a slim vertical arrangement in the CCFM probe. 
The magnetic crosstalk were estimated by the finite element 
analysis (FEA) in ANSYS Maxwell. The results confirmed 
volume miniaturization and magnetic crosstalk suppression 
after the new arrangement utilized. The relationship between 
sensor volume and magnetic crosstalk of both VA and HA 
configurations has been analyzed to achieve a miniaturized 
probe with low magnetic crosstalk. In addition, the method to 
cope with the contradiction between volume miniaturization 
and crosstalk suppression is given and wish it can be a 
reference in magnetic sensor array design. Finally, the 
miniaturized probe with low magnetic crosstalk has been 
implemented for the future CCFM design. 
II. DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 
A. Vertical Arrangement for CCFM Probe 
 The CCFM is constructed by unidirectional ring coupling N 
(in our design N=3) fluxgate elements with cyclic boundary 
condition. Present CCFM probe is horizontal arrangement (HA) 
as shown in Fig. 1(a), and the fluxgate elements are placed on 
the surface of triangular support [7-9]. The huge volume waste 
mainly caused by the triangular support puts forward higher 
requirements for the spatial uniformity of the target magnetic 
field [13]. As shown in Fig. 1(b), the vertical arrangement (VA) 
for CCFM probe is proposed, and the fluxgate elements are 
installed along the central axis of cylindrical support. 
B. Details of CCFM Probe 
 In Fig. 1, r, L represent the radius and length of fluxgate 
element, and d is the distance between adjacent fluxgate 
elements. Constrained by the process technology of the 
magnetic materials and to ensure the mechanical strength, the 
limit of dimension parameters are given as 
2
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r mm
L mm
≥
 ≥
                                      (1) 
 The magnetic core of CCFM is made of annealed Co-based 
amorphous numbered 2714A (Co-Fe-Ni-Si-B), the detailed 
features are listed in Table. Ⅰ. 
TABLE I.  DETAILS OF MAGNETIC CORE 
Dimension Parameters 
Thickness Width Length 
20 μm 1.0 mm 20 mm 
Electrical Parameters 
Magnetic Coercivity Saturation Induction Max. Permeability 
~ 2 A/m ~ 0.57 T 1,000,000 μ0 
This work was supported in part by the National Key Research and 
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Fig. 4 Maximum magnetic crosstalk vs. distance d. 
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Fig. 3 Results of magnetic crosstalk obtained by ANSYS, and the 
saturation is defined as the ratio of crosstalk to saturation induction. 
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Fig. 2 The set-up of magnetic crosstalk evaluation. 
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Fig. 1 Horizontal and vertical arrangement in CCFM probe. 
III. MAGNETIC CROSSTALK SUPPRESSION  
The CCFM is a complex dynamic system mainly due to the 
complicated hysteresis of the magnetic core. The 
characteristics of the coupling-induced oscillations in CCFM 
are very sensitive to parameters’ perturbations, making CCFM 
a magnetic sensor with high sensitivity. However, the CCFM 
treats the magnetic crosstalk among fluxgate elements equally 
without any discrimination and results in partial saturation in 
the magnetic core which will generate a spurious signal and 
undesirable noise in the induction coil. Worse still, high 
magnetic crosstalk can break the oscillation conditions and 
prevent the CCFM from self-excitation, and then the sensor 
will stop working.  
In this part, the magnetic crosstalk has been evaluated 
through the FEA in ANSYS Maxwell. Meanwhile, the sensor 
volume has been calculated and discussed.  
A. FEA Method for Magnetic Crosstalk Estimation 
The magnetic crosstalk is evaluated with the assistance of 
ANSYS Maxwell (FEA tools). And the parameters set in the 
model are transferred according to Eq. (1) and Table. Ⅰ. The 
detailed testing set-up is shown in Fig. 2 and described below: 
1. The fluxgate elements are simplified as a combination of 
magnetic core and coils; 
2. Set r=2 mm, L= 20 mm, and the axial direction of the 
fluxgate element is Z axis; 
3. Place one fluxgate element F1 at a determined position O (0, 
0, 0); For HA, element F2 at (r, 0, 0); For VA, F2 at (0, 0, L); 
4. Give excitation field 10 A/m (equivalent to the practical 
operation) to F1 and leave F2 unbiased; 
5. For HA, F2 is moved along y-axis to set different distance d, 
(0, d, 0); For VA, F2 is moved along y-axis to set different 
distance d, (0, 0, d); The moving interval is set to be 1 mm, and 
d is between 1 mm and 10 mm; 
6. Run Maxwell calculation and obtain the magnetic induction 
of F2; F2 is marked with 21 points along its central axis. 
The results with different distances d are given in Fig. 3, 
and the maximum crosstalk of each distance d is calculated and 
shown in Fig. 4. The results reveal that the magnetic crosstalk 
can be suppressed by 10% by optimizing the probe structure 
from HA to VA configuration. And for d=10mm, the crosstalk 
of VA is more uniformly distributed along L direction. As the 
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Fig. 5 Sensor volume vs. magnetic crosstalk. 
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Fig. 6. Implemented CCFM probe with vertical arrangement structure. 
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Fig. 7 Voltage induced by magnetic crosstalk of VA and HA probe 
(d=10mm). 
distance d increases, the crosstalk shows a tendency to become 
lower for both HA and VA configurations. Using 2nd order 
exponential equation as target function for curve fitting, and 
getting the fitting equations, 
0.1912 0.087
0.9717 0.2234
26.41 1.683
15.35 12.19
d d
HA
d d
VA
B e e
B e e
− × ×
− × − ×
 = × + ×

= × + ×
              (2) 
where BHA and BVA represent the magnetic crosstalk of HA 
probe and VA probe respectively. 
B. Sensor Volume Miniaturization 
 The structure of HA probe is consisted of three cylinders 
and one triangular prism with half cylinder cross site. And the 
structure of VA probe can be viewed as a cylinder. Therefore, 
the sensor volume can be obtained by, 
( )
( )
22
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2.5 3 0.5
3 2
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VA
V L r d r
V r L d
π
π
  = + +  
 = +
                  (3) 
where VHA and VVA represent the volume of HA probe and VA 
probe respectively. 
 Based on Eq. (2) and Eq. (3), the relationship between 
sensor volume and magnetic crosstalk is given in Fig. 5. It is 
shown that the VA probe structure has more potential to 
achieve low magnetic crosstalk with small volume than HA 
structure. When the distance d is less than 10 mm, the VA 
probe can obtain its smallest crosstalk 1.3% with a volume of 
1.01 cm3, while the crosstalk of VA can only be reduced to 
7.2% with a bulky volume of 2.33 cm3. In the process of 
reducing magnetic crosstalk by increasing the distance, the 
sensor volume increase of the probe with structure VA is 
smaller than that of probe with structure HA, which can be 
clearly verified by the two curve slopes in Fig. 5. This means 
the magnetic crosstalk can be furtherly reduced by the way of 
increasing the distance among each adjacent fluxgate elements, 
if necessary. 
IV. PROBE IMPLEMENTATION AND ESITIMATION 
It is clearly revealed that the sensor probe with VA 
structure has more advantages in terms of magnetic crosstalk 
and sensor volume. In order to obtain better magnetic crosstalk 
suppression with small volume, the distance among each 
adjacent fluxgate elements is set to be 10 mm, and the CCFM 
probe with VA structure has been implemented and shown in 
Fig. 6. The magnetic core is placed inside the glass tube to 
prevent it from deformation. And the flxugate elements are 
installed on the central axis of the plastic support. In addition, 
the feedback and locking coils are wrapped arround the support 
to generate uniform magnetic fields along the central axis. 
Finally, the CCFM probe are protected by a carbon fiber tube. 
The magnetic crosstalk has been evluated by the induced 
voltage excited by the adjacent fluxgate element. As shown in 
Fig. 7, the induced voltage of VA probe (0.65 mVpp) is about 5 
times smaller than that of HA probe (3.30 mVpp)  which means 
the VA-structure probe has less magnetic crosstalk.  
V. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, the vertical arrangement structure for CCFM 
probe design is proposed. The FEA results revealed the 
benefits of magnetic crosstalk suppression and probe 
miniaturization brought by structure optimization. Finally, the 
miniaturized probe with low magnetic crosstalk has been 
implemented for CCFM design. Nowadays, we have found 
there are some detection defects in residence times differences 
fluxgate. And we have found the field compensation by 
feedback technology can solve this degradation [14]. This 
newly proposed CCFM probe with VA structure in this paper 
has potential to implement field compensation, because all the 
fluxgate elements are installed along the same axis. 
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